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Happy New Year! Welcome to the first issue of EFI Select for 2016.
This issue focuses on ways to diversify your product portfolio. There
are many ways to branch out and explore new markets. You will see
many examples of EFI customers who have done just that as you read
through the pages of Select.
What I would like to address is some of the steps you need to take
before venturing into new markets. For one thing, you have to understand the market you are targeting. What are their needs? What is
the culture of this industry? What do they care about? Who do you
need to contact? What products will you offer?
You also need to ask yourself if your organisation is ready for dramatic change. Do you have the proper personnel? Will you need to
hire someone familiar with this new market? Every EFI customer who
I have talked to who has made entry into new markets, has told me
that the investment in new technology and staff was very worthwhile.
But you do need to do your homework first.
Also consider that buying a new piece of equipment may not be
enough. Do you have the infrastructure to handle new types of business? The answer to this question Support is that you should invest
in automation technology even if you choose not to target new markets. Productivity software is no longer an option. It gives you the
tools you need to improve workflow, fine tune planning and estimating, keep track of inventory and staff and increase overall efficiency.
It also makes it possible to easily integrate new technology into
the workflow.
EFI believes strongly in the need to chase and embrace new markets.
It’s the reason we continue to make acquisitions, such as Matan and
Reggiani, that open the door to new opportunities. And it is the
reason we invest close to 20 percent of our revenue
into research and development.
I’m hoping that the articles you
read will inspire you and spark your
creativity. Take advantage of every
window of opportunity. It’s the only
way to grow your business for the
long term.
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How to spur growth while safeguarding your company
from market shifts
Offer complementary products
Are your customers purchasing collateral materials from other
printers for a single advertising campaign? Give your customers a one-stop shopping experience by adding digital printing
or packaging collateral.
Provide an integrated solution
Right now cross-media marketing is hot. Marketers want to
capture data from their online and direct mail campaigns.
Cross-media technology such as DirectSmile can help you do
that. Don’t let this window of opportunity pass you by. Partner
with a creative agency and help your clients create a singlemessage campaign that includes it all-online advertising, print
collateral, signage, displays and more.

Regardless of size—from the Virgin Group to the neighbourhood hair salon—the primary reasons companies diversify their
offerings is to protect themselves from market erosion and
to spur new growth. Virgin holdings include everything from
music, media and travel to healthcare, food and sports. So if
the music business softens or fails, Virgin have other growth
markets to rely on.
In many places around the world local hair salons have morphed into full-service spas by offering age-defying facials and
therapeutic massages—services meant to pamper clients and
attract new ones.
In the two examples above both companies have differentiated themselves. More importantly, they have added value and
improved the customer experience.
No company is safe from market stagnation. And as technology
continues to change customer behaviour, diversifying your
product portfolio has never been more important than it is
today. That means you need to be continually on the move to
reconsider if not reinvent your business. There are a number of
ways to diversify your offerings.
Target new audiences in your current markets
If you have an upscale clientele, consider aiming for the middle
or lower end of the market with less expensive versions of
what you currently sell. Entry or mid-level equipment capable
of handling lower-cost media may allow you to produce very
similar results less expensively.

Sell Online
While superwide custom work may require a hands-on approach, don’t overlook an important segment of the market
where purchasing banners, pop-up signage, display materials
even vehicle graphics and labels are sold very effectively
online. Products such as Digital StoreFront can also help you to
give each of your customers a personalised, online experience,
regardless of what you sell.
Become an adviser
Becoming an adviser means you have to come up to speed
on the latest marketing technologies. This includes everything
from 3-dimensional billboards to mobile advertising—many
campaigns tie the two together. Learn about near field
communications and augmented reality, which also work
in tandem with print media. Find out how to improve customer
experience. If you are uncomfortable in a marketing role,
hire someone who you can serve as your marketingtechnology guru.
Step out of your comfort zone
Go where the growth is, even if it means setting up a new division or a second location. It has long been EFI’s strategy
to follow growth markets. All you have to do is take a look
at where EFI is investing its resources. This includes textile
printing, packaging, thermoforming, ceramic tiles and more.
And who knows, maybe you’ll find yourself rubbing shoulders
with Richard Branson.
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Going Off Road with
Vehicle Wraps
10 ways to extend your wrapping skills
CHANGEABLE
WALLPAPER
One of the most attractive
things about wraps is that with
a little heat, they are removable. And when applying they
are easy enough to reposition.
Plus, vinyl wallpaper is easy to
keep clean.

SET DESIGN
From Broadway to your neighbourhood theatre, producing
wrap-able graphics for stage
sets provides a continual,
ongoing business. From trees
to balconies to floors, walls,
doors, skies, the need is
never-ending, and probably
a lot more affordable then
oversized props and custom
constructed sets.

HOLIDAY BUILDING
WRAPS
Elevator wrap example by Capital Wraps, United States.
http://www.capitalwraps.com

You hear people say, think outside the box
or step out of your comfort zone. Well, with
vehicle wraps you don’t have to wander too
far to find new applications for stretchable
vinyl adhesives. With products such as EFI’s
SuperFlex ink (developed with 3M™) and
LED inkjet curing, it’s easy to stretch your
material over an entirely new assortment
of turns, bumps and roundabouts.

What a great way to decorate
for the holidays. At the same
time provide graphics that not
only wrap around the building
but might also adorn stairs, lift doors and
reception desks.

FLOOR AND CEILING GRAPHICS
These can go anywhere. Why not sell
day and night skies, meteor trails, footprints,
breadcrumb trails. The possibilities
are endless.

MOBILE DEVICES
CHAIR COVERINGS
From reception areas to a teenager’s bedroom, giving buyers the ability to change
décor on a whim, express a cause or reflect
a theme can prove to be a lucrative market.
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Creative graphics for tablets, phones and
laptops are already sold online. Why not
enjoy a piece of the action? Suggest that
your clients adorn the mobile devices they
provide for employees.

KITCHEN DECORATION
Table tops and kitchen backsplashes are
just two of the possibilities. How great
to have a washable surface that can be
changed as the mood demands.

PARK BENCHES
Here is another opportunity. Go to the
township, talk to your agency clients.
Create a lunchtime conversations piece
or even a cause-related message.

UNDERGROUND PASSAGES
OR SUBWAYS
It is such a drag having to walk a long
distance without something interesting
to look at besides an advertising poster.
While waiting for a train how great it
would be to see trees and flowers or
abstract designs underground.

WINDOW DISPLAYS
Retailers spend thousands on eye catching
window displays. Help window designers
apply their creativity with flexible, mouldable, vibrant coverings.

BONUS IDEA
You might also consider wrapping a giant,
flying cucumber. Must-see video at
news.efi.com/flyingcucumber. See the
QR code here below. The possibilities
are endless!
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In 2014 Bob Barker upgraded
Studio Blue’s cut-sheet digital
print operations with Fiery DFEs.

NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR NEW MARKETS
Studio Blue safeguards against volatile markets
while doubling its volume
the upgrade plan was key to helping the
company expand into new markets. “While we
had been primarily serving the architecture,
engineering and construction (AEC) market,
housing is a very volatile segment in that
industry; and we needed to add more stability
to our business. That required that we up our
game in terms of quality and productivity.”
Studio Blue is no stranger to change. Starting
out, over 60 years ago, as a reprographic
company serving architectural, engineering
and construction industries, the company
expanded into cut-sheet digital colour to become a full-service print and copy operation
to stay ahead of the technology curve and
serve a wider variety of clients. Today Studio
Blue, located in Pleasanton, California (US) is
a full-service print and copy operation serving a broad range of industry segments.
Not long ago, Studio Blue’s management
team started an initiative to upgrade the
company’s production platform. According to
Studio Blue operations manager Bob Barker,
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TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE
Studio Blue installed three new Xerox digital
printers, all of which use EFI Fiery® digital
front ends (DFEs). The company also uses
the EFI Fiery Workflow Suite with the EFI
Fiery JobMaster™-Impose makeready
solution and Fiery Color Profiler Suite colour
management software.
“We had previously been using EFI MicroPress
as our job preparation software,” Barker says.
“As we looked at our replacement alternatives,
we found that Fiery JobMaster-Impose gave us
all the capabilities we had with MicroPress plus
additional features we didn’t have before. It is

the type of technology improvement that gives
us a better growth path.”
“Our people are cross-functional,” continues
Barker. “On any given day, I could have five different people working with JobMaster-Impose.
We all jump in to get the work out. The software has been easy to operate, and everyone
has a good understanding of what is required
for an efficient operation.”
Fiery JobMaster-Impose makes prep work
simple, even on complex jobs that require tab
inserts. “We use a lot of tabs, especially on
AEC work,” Barker says, “and JobMaster’s tab

“We find that we have much better
control over colour with our EFI Fiery
workflow, and that has helped us double
our cut-sheet digital print volumes.”
Bob Barker, Operations Manager, Studio Blue

EFI JobMaster makes it easy for
Studio Blue to handle complex
document composition tasks, such
as using oversize sheets that must
be Z-folded into a document.

EFI WINS
NINE MUST
SEE ’EMS
AWARDS
Four of them for
Fiery Technology

function has been great for us. We are able to
create tabs on the fly, insert them electronically
into the document and preview, and then print
in a single pass. We benefit from a significant
time savings over our previous, highly manual
process for tabbed jobs. But even more importantly, the process virtually eliminates errors
because JobMaster allows us to catch mistakes
before a job goes to print.”
“That’s huge for us,” Barker explains, “because
customers depend on us to get it right the first
time and get the job out quickly. That’s our
competitive advantage.”
AEC documents also often include multiple
sheet sizes, and many times they are not set up
correctly. “With JobMaster,” says Barker, “it is
easy to configure odd and even pages, rescale
larger pages to fit in an A4 document, or Z-fold
larger sheets into the document. The software’s
visual interface makes it easy to pick out and
deal with those pages.”

DOUBLING VOLUME
Studio Blue has doubled its printing volume
since installing its new Xerox printers and
EFI Fiery workflow. This is partly due to the
fact that the company can now handle complex
jobs that competitors might have difficulty producing; but in addition, Studio Blue’s customers really appreciate the company’s ability to
meet their strict colour-quality requirements.
Barker’s team ensures the best quality possible by creating paper profiles in the Fiery
system’s paper catalogue for all of its stocks
using the Fiery Color Profiler Suite.
The company’s operators also calibrate
their Xerox printers regularly using the
Fiery Calibrator. “As a result” says Barker,
“I have seen a noticeable improvement in quality. And we have better control over
colour with our Fiery workflow. That is
important to our customers, who are very
particular about their corporate colours.”

RELYING ON STRONG RELATIONSHIPS
“EFI staff have been very open to listening to
our requirements,” says Barker, “and that was

certainly one of the key needs I discussed with
them.” As a result of EFI taking customer feedback seriously, changes to the latest version of
JobMaster include a new conversion-to-grayscale feature, which ensures that black-only
pages only print with black toner.
Studio Blue’s Fiery DFEs and Fiery Workflow
Suite are integrated for seamless connectivity.
The result is that the system rarely, if ever,
malfunctions. “I don’t think I have ever had to
call EFI with a support issue for our Fiery system,” says Barker. “It is always operating, and
that means we can get more work out.”
Studio Blue and its customers benefit from the
company’s ability to drive higher throughput
and efficiently produce even the most difficult
jobs. “No customer is too small and no job is too

“We produce jobs that require tabs
25 percent faster using EFI Fiery
JobMaster, while virtually eliminating
mistakes related to tab layouts.”
Bob Barker, Operations Manager, Studio Blue

complex,” Barker explains. “We often get work
referred to us from other print shops when it is
too complicated for them. Fiery, and especially
Fiery JobMaster-Impose, have increased our
ability to handle that work.”

Christina
Raridan, Colour
Department Manager,
Studio Blue

EFI™ earned nine awards in the
2015 Must See ’Ems graphic arts
technology competition. The
annual competition recognises the
most compelling new products to
be presented at North America’s
largest annual graphic arts trade
show, Graph Expo. It was the fifth
consecutive year that EFI earned
the most Awards.
These awards recognise EFI
Inkjet, Productivity Software
and Fiery® products that print
service providers can use to drive
higher production efficiency while
developing new revenue opportunities. One customer, Los Angeles,
California-based Color OnDemand
Printing, benefits from using
several EFI technologies that have
received Must See ’Ems Awards
over the past five years.
“EFI helps Color OnDemand
Printing address productivity, automation and high-quality imaging
challenges in nearly every aspect
of our digital printing operations,”
said Color OnDemand President
Ray Benjamin. “The Fiery DFE,
Pace MIS and VUTEk inkjet graphics production technologies we
have from EFI make us much more
competitive with an integrated,
end-to-end digital production
workflow. We partner with EFI
because they are the only technology company in the graphic
arts that delivers that full range
of best-in-class products. They
help us be efficient and delight
our customers.”
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Being specialised in printing for fairs
does not only mean Wetec is printing
superwide outdoor prints, but all the
posters in the halls and connecting
corridors as well.

A QUANTUM LEAP IN
QUALITY AND SPEED
Cologne printer switches from solvent to LED curable UV inks
If you saw the amount of work produced by
Wetec Werbetechnik Köln GmbH you would
find it difficult to believe that the Cologne,
Germany-based printer has only five staff.
As a contractor for Koelnmesse, the city’s
fair grounds and convention centre, Wetec is
responsible for the complete range of advertising materials—all of which have to be produced
on a tight timetable. They include everything
from large-format displays to promotional items
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printed on a wide variety of materials including PVC, self-adhesive films, plates, sail or flag
material. Wetec also produces an equally wide
variety of materials for advertising agencies,
housing corporations, retail businesses and
private customers.

tum leap for us, as we brought our production
and print quality to the forefront of today’s printing technology,” says company director Thomas
Ratajczak. Tom Wolter, company director and
production manager, confirms that all their goals
for this new technology have been met.

Making the “leap”
When it came time to replace its large format
solvent printer, Wetec chose the EFI ™ VUTEk®
GS3250lxr roll-to-roll printer. “This was a quan-

“We tested two other competitive printers. Their
pricing was very attractive, even though we
would have had to accept working with a limited
choice of media. But what really sold us was the

substrates, including thin, heat-sensitive films
and less expensive substrates. It also allows faster double-sided printing and material transport.
In addition, the low power consumption of the
diodes and the fact that they are turned on
only during printing reduces power consumption compared to mercury vapour lamps by 82
percent, per a Fogra study.
The fast print capabilities of
the machine enables rapid
input of print jobs

image quality and handling of the VUTEk, which
was significantly higher,” says Wolter.
With a small staff, training and cross-training
were very important. “Everyone can do
everything,” explains Ratajczak, with this
new system. While the conversion to the Fiery
proServer, which drives the VUTEk took some
time because of its many options, all went well
thanks to hands-on training by the EFI team.
“We print with our machine full steam, i.e., at
600 dpi and 149 square metres per hour, in the
full width and on any material,” says Ratajczak.
“We’re still getting used to the fact that this
machine prints three times faster versus what
we were used to. As soon as you start a print
job, you have to enter the next one, because the
machine takes one job after another without
stopping. Today one cannot imagine that previously we were printing so slowly.

that are only thinly spread on the substrate.
With LED curing SuperFlex is as flexible as
solvent inks. “Therefore, we can also use films
for advertising on stairs or vehicle wraps. We
can easily print in full width at high speed and
apply without issues,” says Tom Wolter. Plus,
printing on 3M media with the SuperFlex ink on
the VUTEk ensures the 3M™ MCS™ warranty for
light fastness and durability.
More possibilities, less energy
Because the LED lamps generate virtually no
heat the VUTEk can print on a wider variety of

Valued partnerships
Wetec purchased the EFI VUTEk printer via
EFI’s dealer Igepa (Freytag & Petersen). Wolter
praised the swift installation. “The old printer
was taken out on a Friday, and the new one was
installed over the weekend. We had one week of
training, and then everything went as expected,”
he said.
“In six months, the machine has not even failed
once. A few times we called the EFI hotline in
Brussels for some advice. The technician spoke
German, was very friendly, helpful and quickly
found a solution”.
No wonder, then, that the two company directors and their staff are very pleased with the
upgrade to the EFI VUTEk GS3250lxr Pro.

“In fact with the new VUTEk, our production
operation was suddenly overwhelmed by the
speed,” he continues. “So we now have intensified collaboration with a local finishing company
for the banner materials so we can keep up with
the printing.”

Expanding applications
Developed in collaboration with 3M ™ EFI offers
highly flexible SuperFlex inks. Typically, UV
inks will crack when stretched because of the
thickness of the ink layers, unlike solvent inks

The two company
directors Thomas
Ratajczak (l) and
Tom Wolter are
fully involved in
the production.
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MISSION:
CONTROL

MONARCH

PACE™

PRINTSMITH™
VISION

RADIUS®

EFI™ MIS/ERP software gives you better visibility into your operation, enabling you to
reduce costs and boost productivity. Get the unmatched automation and optimisation
of EFI, the industry leader in MIS/ERP software. We have ignition. Call 0808 101 3484
or +44 (0)1246 298000 or visit products.efi.com/MIS for more information.

© 2015 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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EFI ACQUIRES
SHUTTLE
WORTH
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Latest acquisition
reinforces EFI’s position
in the UK MIS market
November 2015 EFI announced the acquisition of Shuttleworth
Business Systems Ltd., a privately held print software provider
headquartered in Kettering, UK. The addition of Shuttleworth
will further extend EFI’s leadership in the UK market.
“We are excited to welcome Shuttleworth customers and
employees into the EFI family,” said Gabriel Matsliach, senior
vice president and general manager, EFI Productivity Software. “We intend to continue to meet and exceed the needs
of Shuttleworth’s existing client base
with the same enthusiasm that Shuttleworth has for the many years they’ve
been in business, while offering
those customers access to the
full portfolio of EFI products
and enabling them to implement
complete, end-to-end, business
and production workflows that
drive efficiency and profitability.”

NEWS

FIERY KEEPS
GETTING BETTER!
Fiery XF and
Fiery proServer 6.2.2.
Greater colour quality and usability plus new drivers are a few of the
Fiery® XF and proServer enhancements. This latest release is free of
charge to everyone with their Fiery XF software covered under an EFI
Software Maintenance and Support Agreement or an EFI Enhanced
Service Programme.
Colour quality improvements include support for the new ISO 12647-2
reference profiles and Fogra 51/52 characterisation data. System
enhancements include Mac OS X 10.11 support for the Fiery XF Client and
Server. The new version also includes 11 new printer drivers for EFI VUTEk,
EPSON, HP and OKI devices.
Fiery XF 6.2.2 is applicable to all configurations of Fiery XF and Fiery
proServer. The EFI Software Maintenance and Support Agreement (SMSA)
and the Enhanced Service Programme (ESP) for Fiery XF and Fiery
proServer DFEs provide an ongoing stream of features, improvements,
fixes and the latest printer drivers.
For more information visit
www.efi.com/fiery-for-inkjet.

“We are very excited to join the
EFI family and are confident in the
additional value they can bring
to our customers,” said
Andy King, Joint
Managing Director,
Shuttleworth. “EFI has
the technology, skill and
reach that will enable
Shuttleworth
customers continued
growth and success
for years to come.”
Andy King, Senior Manager,
Customer Base Development, EFI
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Azur Adhésifs Aims to be
the Printer of Tomorrow
Investment in Web to Print leads the way for label printer
Located in Eybens in the outskirts of Grenoble,
France, Azur Adhésifs employs a staff of 30.
By continually investing in the latest technologies and training for its team, Azur Adhésifs
is able to provide its clients with extensive
and renowned services in the label printing
field. About half of its business comes from
the industrial sector, with the other half in
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and wine.
The 5.4 million-Euro company takes a highly
dynamic approach. “Customer service is at
the heart of Azur Adhésifs,” stresses manag-
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ing director Axel Lamotte. “And we’ve always
had a natural passion for technology and innovation.” This desire for innovation inspired
Azur Adhésifs to join forces with EFI and build
“the printer of tomorrow.”
They began this collaboration around twelve
years ago when Azur Adhésifs chose to use
integrated GamSys MIS/ERP which optimises
administration and workflows. This system
allows for increased visibility of all levels of
operation by efficiently generating information about production and orders, all while

controlling costs. “The EFI GamSys solution
allows us to optimise operations and reduce
errors and waste, which in turn increases our
profits,” explains Lamotte.
More recently, Azur Adhésifs invested in a
300-mm width, five-colour printing press: the
EFI Jetrion® 4900ML. It comes equipped with
an online laser-cutting unit and a semi-automatic turret. It’s an industrial machine which
can be operated by a single user. “We already
had equipment for digital printing but we wanted to complete our range with a more efficient

machine for synthetic materials, which would
increase our performance, quality, and above
all productivity,” says Axel Lamotte. “With
inkjet printing technology, the label’s final
result is extremely attractive and appealing
for our clients. Particularly when they need
excellent opacity on transparent film supports.
Of course, the online cutting option, which
effectively removes the tool manufacturing
stage, was also particularly appealing.”
Thanks to this investment, the printing company
can now offer personalised products of an
exceptional quality, in record production times.

WEB TO PRINT: THE MISSING LINK
Axel Lamotte is always on the lookout for
new ways to innovate and plan for the future,
and he was interested in new Web-to-Print
solutions very early on. “In the label sector,
you need a complete mastery of technology
in order to provide clients with appropriate
materials and cutting-edge processes, but
we must also integrate future technologies
in order to increase our productivity and the
quality of our service, as well as maintaining
our position as a market leading company,”
says Lamotte.
With this in mind, Axel and his team formalised their investment in the new Web-to-Print
solution, EFI Digital StoreFront, after

several months of communication and
discussion with EFI.

EFI, we can now provide a comprehensive and
integrated solution.

“It was the missing link for our workflow,”
explains Axel Lamotte. “Now we can offer our
clients a solution for managing their printed
materials and therefore earn their loyalty.”
In addition, as the cost of order processing
continues to rise for printing companies, part
of a company’s profitability now comes from
optimising internal administrative flows.

“However, we shouldn’t downplay the complexity of these new Web-to-Print communication tools,” cautions Lamotte. “Creating
client sites and providing brochures online,
for example, are a lot of extra work and
require a dedicated team and appropriate organisation for these new services. And that’s
why it’s important for us to have the support
of our supplier, who is also our partner. “The
EFI team has always been there alongside us,
providing support whenever we need it.”

“I’m convinced that five years from now, Web
to Print will be indispensable, both in our area
of activity and in other markets. Our strategy
so far, driven by our passion for innovation,
has been very successful for us. With this
new equipment, we’ll be able to go even
further. This is the tool we’ve been missing;
now we’ll be able to earn the loyalty of
more of our clients and prepare our
company for the years to come,”
insists Lamotte. “Offering our
clients a high performance
purchasing structure and an
original platform allows us
to set ourselves apart,
offer additional added
value, and achieve
sufficient profitability to continue
developing our
company. With
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TIPS
&
TRICKS

CREATIVITY WITH
WHITE INKS
Enabling a new range of applications

A number of wide to superwide printers today include white ink as an
additional colour enabling a new range of applications. However, it is
important to understand the capabilities and limitations of white ink.

Many printers enable white ink as a pre- or post- colour only.
This means that white ink can only be laid down in pre-flood
and spot or post-flood and spot modes and are limited to two
layers in a single pass. So the resulting range of applications
can be limited
VUTEk printers’ ink architecture is unique and enables the
user to print up to three independent image layers including
white ink — in a single pass. This approach, delivered through
a combination of hardware and software, results in perfect
3-layer registration in one pass. This capability is critical in
enabling creative applications and precision not available with
other white ink implementations.
White makes way for new market opportunities
It is possible to use white ink in a variety of useful and creative
ways—it can be printed as a
solid area or applied as a tint or
gradation. While some intended
uses require no prepress
intervention, some preparation
is necessary for spot and
shape white applications. The
prepress procedures are not
complicated, but they do need
to be done in a specific way to
ensure success at the printer.

This is a 3-layer print on neon
green substrate. White ink is used
under CMYK as a base and white
ink shapes add creative detail.

“White under” can be used as a pre-coat on coloured substrate.
White undercoats allow use of a broader range of coloured and
creative substrates.
“White over” as a post-coat when printing on clear material
is ideal for backlit printing. The white ink acts as a diffuser,
spreading the light evenly for brighter, more evenly illuminated
back-lit displays.
Shape white printing as a pre-or post-coat gives colours extra
pop while allowing metallic or mirrored substrates to show
through for striking results. Shape white on a top, bottom or
middle layer is a truly unique capability of VUTEk printers.
Shape white enables the ability to utilise a greatly extended
range of creative materials and substrates.

In Spot white mode, white ink prints as a 7th colour. In this example,
the dress is printed in white ink on the metallic substrate. White areas
in the file (0% CMYK) allow the metallic substrate to show through.

Dual Day/Night Applications
The following is a variation of the normal day/night backlit print.
By creating a different file for the back layer, the front layer’s
appearance is enhanced or changed when backlit. A white flood
separates the two files and is designated at the printer.

The car example shows a schematic drawing when the lightbox is turned on
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Dual Day/Night, “Hidden Message”
This technique can be used to show a hidden message and
different graphic elements.

When backlit, the black areas block the light, darkening those
areas to create a more dramatic look. The knockout text allows
the light to come through, making it visible.

Two separate images were created from the same master
file. The image on the left is the image that is visible during
the daytime. The image on the right contains shading, colour
gradients and text.

The middle layer is a white flood designated at the printer for
maximum white ink opacity between the layers.

Dual Day/Night, Colour Change
This illustrates how this technique can easily be used to visually
alter an image and create a colour change.

“night-time” make-up. In the final print, backlighting the image
adds density, changes the appearance of her make-up and
alters the background colour.

Two separate images were created from the same master file.
The image on the left shows the model wearing “daytime”
make-up. The image on the right shows the model wearing

The middle layer is a white flood designated at the printer for
maximum white ink opacity between the layers.

All the subjects covered in
this article can be reviewed
in more detail by visiting the
Fiery XF or Fiery proServer
online help resource within
the Fiery XF client. Tip: press
F1 on your keyboard to view
Fiery XF online help.
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CUSTOMER-DRIVEN
SOLUTIONS
High-volume throughput… POP productivity…
Protection from the elements

You asked, we listened. It has always been
EFI’s directive to develop products based
on your needs and your business growth
plans. Here are three new developments
designed to support and accelerate your
business: The VUTEk® HS125 Pro with UltraFX Technology is a super-high-speed UV
flatbed printer for high-volume graphic producers. The VUTEk GS3lx Pro LED printer,
also with UltraFX Technology, helps perfect
the POP business with higher productivity
and absolutely no quality compromise.
For outdoor and special application
projects, EFI Armor UV and water-based
coatings will protect your media from
just about anything.
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TURN EVERY GRAPHIC INTO
A COMPETITIVE EDGE

facts, without any extra time or costly post
process steps.

The 3.2 metre, hybrid roll/flatbed EFI
VUTEk HS125 Pro inkjet press – the fastest
VUTEk product ever developed – offers true
analogue replacement capabilities with
high-quality imaging, production speeds
up to 125 boards per hour, and a variety
of automated material handling options,
including one for corrugated board.

PUT THE POP IN YOUR POP PRINTS

The VUTEk HS125 Pro features EFI’s new
UltraFX Technology, a proprietary inline
print technology that enhances the visual
impact of your printed image and reduces
the appearance of unwanted visual arte-

Also featuring UltraFX Technology, the
versatile 3.2-metre hybrid VUTEk GS3lx Pro
LED printer offers eight colours plus white
and multilayer printing capability in a single
pass, and its 12pL greyscale print technology
delivers resolutions of true 600 or 1000 dpi.

The VUTEk HS125 Pro comes standard with
multi-queue on-demand functionality for
multi-job printing, and EFI’s material edge
guides (MEG), turning corrugated printing
into trouble-free, profitable short run jobs.

2015

and the quality is still comparable to what we
achieve running our other VUTEk LED printer on its slower, point-of-purchase mode.”
While delivering high production throughput, higher volumes and shorter lead times
with the highest possible image quality,
the VUTEk GS3lx also supports the widest
range of media and applications as a result
of LED cool curing technology.

Finishing – Laminates, Adhesives,
Films, Coatings

The EFI Armor line of coatings was awarded
the 2015 SGIA Product of the Year: Finishing –
Laminates, Adhesives, Films, Coatings
c15_POY_award_revised.indd 6

According to one early adopter, Carlstadt,
New Jersey, US-based Coloredge, EFI’s
newest LED inkjet technology provides
greater productivity and quality.
“The EFI VUTEk GS3lx is 30 percent faster
speed than our GS3250lx Pro printer when
running at the same speed/quality setting,”
said Eric Anderson, Coloredge’s production
technology manager. “Plus we can get 50
percent greater productivity with the GS3lx
Pro model by using a faster speed setting,

PROTECT YOUR PRINT, YOUR COLOUR
AND YOUR REPUTATION
Whether you’re printing on rigid plastic,
flexible media or thermoforming materials,
you need to protect your print from the sun,
weather, wear and tear, even chemicals.
EFI Armor UVR is a fast-drying, nonyellowing, clear roll coat developed to
protect the colourfast properties of printed
graphics on rigid media for up to three
years. Armor UVR is extremely resilient
with unmatched abrasion characteristics,
and its solvent and chemical resistance far
exceeds that of traditional over laminates.
With its broad adhesion range the EFI
Armor UVR can also be used as a UV
digitally receptive primer.

10/16/15 10:32 AM

graphics on flexible materials from sun
and element exposure. Formulated with
UV inhibitors proven effective in preventing pigments from fading, Armor UFV will
guard printed graphics up to five years
without cracking or peeling.
EFI Armor WB is a water-based clear coat
with excellent elongation characteristics
suitable for truck side curtains, building
wraps, wall coverings, stretch face signs,
and fleet graphic applications. It’s designed
to shield digitally printed graphics from sun
and element exposure, and harsh solvents
and chemicals. It can be sprayed, painted
and roll coated.
EFI Armor UVT is a fast-drying, nonyellowing, vacuum-formable clear coat
developed for thermoforming applications
on rigid materials. Ideal for first surface applications, Armor UVT is the best defence
against outdoor weathering and abrasion,
and harsh solvents and chemicals. It offers
three to five year weathering in direct
outdoor environments, and is available in
matte and gloss finishes.
The EFI Armor products are currently only
available in North America.

EFI Armor UVF is a non-yellowing, clear
roll coat developed with excellent chemical
and solvent resistance to shield printed

The new EFI VUTEk GS3lx Pro LED printer
offers high print speeds, high-resolution greyscale imaging and LED cool curing technology,
and maximum versatility to support higher
volumes and shorter lead times.
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FESPA is looking for
ambitious printers like you!
Now open for entries: the FESPA Awards 2016

FESPA

Awards 2016

FESPA’s Annual Awards Programme celebrates the achievements of global print service
providers, and aims to find the brightest and best print projects demonstrating real
innovation and precision.
This year the global competition consists of 15 categories covering a variety of application
themes. These include in-store, fine art print, decals, outdoor and vehicle decoration,
special effect print, garment and wearables, interior decoration, plus industrial and
functional printing.
All shortlisted entries will also be exhibited during FESPA Digital 2016 from 8-11th March in
Amsterdam, and the winners will be announced in front of an elite audience of global industry experts at FESPA’s Gala Evening on Wednesday 9th March.
Act quickly! You have until 29th January to submit your work for consideration, and you
don’t have to be a member of FESPA to enter. For full details, visit www.fespa.com/awards
Make us proud. Become an Award Winner in 2016.

Previous winners from the 2015 Awards included:
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OUTSTANDING FACADES IN
REBOARD – ATC GROUPE, FRANCE

HIGH LEVEL SIGNS –
HIGH LEVEL SIGNS, BRAZIL

PILLOPAK BV – JMC SIGNMAKERS,
THE NETHERLANDS

ATC designed, produced and installed two
monumental facades in Reboard for its
client’s showroom: a bakery (5x5 m) and
a city hall (9x5 m). The walls were printed
with the multi-layer technology to give
some relief to the print: The “old brick”
look for the bakery and the stone-like for
the city hall. ATC printed on Reboard with
their VUTEK GS3250lx.

Printing of Ultra HD panels that are more
than 30m long and 5m high to create a
backdrop for TV Globo. Printed on their
VUTEk GS5000r with the multi-layer
technology. The three layers were printed
at the same time: the night layer, the white
layer and the day layer. When light is projected behind the canvas backlit, the night
image appears, creating a special effect.

JMC Signmakers produced this good old
fashioned, gourmet style bakery shop
interior for Paardekooper. This application
shows how you can completely change the
look and feel of an environment and create
a unique atmosphere to interact with
visitors. The parts are flat packed
and light; ready for quick and easy
assembly on location.

BS PRINTHOUSE
STREAMLINES OPERATIONS
Responds to market demands with the help of EFI Midmarket
Productivity Suite
BS Printhouse chose Productivity Suite as the
backbone of their print business to shorten
response times significantly.

Founded in 1975, BESTSELLER is one of
Europe’s leading fashion retailers. The
family-owned business, located in Brande,
Denmark reaches 70 markets across Europe,
the Middle East, Canada, India, and globally
via e-commerce. BS Printhouse is BESTSELLER’s in-house printing operation. In addition to providing print for BESTSELLER, BS
Printhouse serves a number of B2B clients.
In keeping with the company’s philosophy
of providing quality products at affordable
prices with fast delivery, BS Printhouse
invested in an EFI Midmarket Productivity
Suite. With EFI’s Pace™ as its core MIS
technology, the Midmarket Productivity
Suite will provide BESTSELLER end-toend business and production workflow
management, including web-to-print and
e-commerce capability using the Suite’s
Digital StoreFront® software component.
BS Printhouse is a fully digital shop

producing a wide assortment of marketing
materials including large format. As the
in-plant serves the fashion industry it must
adapt to the industry demands for fast
turnarounds of short runs.
Responding to market demands
According to BS Printhouse managing director Henrik Dencker, having a single point
of contact for all workflow needs shortens
response time and was one of the reasons
for selecting EFI. He also likes the idea of
a single automated workflow from sales to
final product delivery.
“We want to make the Productivity Suite
the backbone of our print business, from
the web shop to delivery,” said Dencker.
“We like having the sales process, estimating, scheduling—which is extremely
important when you have so many short
runs—and delivery in one system.”

BS Printhouse will use Digital StoreFront
to set up storefronts for its B2B clients
giving them the ability to place new orders
and re-order jobs using a web browser.
BESTSELLER marketing managers will also
be able to take advantage of the software
by ordering print materials online. The webto-print platform is the perfect offering for
BS Printhouse as it provides one workflow
for the operation staff but flexibility for ordering such that each storefront is tailored
to each unique client and requirements.
As part of the complete, integrated Midmarket Productivity Suite, BS Printhouse’s new
web-to-print offering allows the in-plant to
automate scheduling and production while
allowing users to monitor job progress.
Previous experience with EFI also helped in
the decision-making process. BS Printhouse
uses EFI Fiery® digital front ends to drive
its Canon® large-format printer and its
Xerox® cut-sheet digital presses.
“We knew EFI from their digital-front-end
technologies, and that made us confident
that EFI would be able to develop into the
future,” said Dencker. That confidence in EFI
led BS Printhouse to evaluating EFI’s workflow offerings, as the company was looking
for more up-to-date functionality compared
to the software it was using previously.
“An EFI Midmarket Productivity Suite with
Pace and Digital StoreFront seemed to be
the best choice,” Dencker added.
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EFI REGGIANI
TEXTILE PRINTERS

NEWS

New technology for new market applications
Reggiani, a recent EFI acquisition, is hardly
new to textile printing. The company
has served the industry with innovative
machinery for over 60 years. From its
original rotary screen technology to its
newest digital inkjet printers, the company
has developed advanced technology in
response to customer needs and market
shifts, making it the perfect complement
to EFI.
EFI Reggiani’s systems address textile
production across a wide range of
industries, including home textile and
interior décor, sports and active wear,
fashion, outdoor, automotive, and flooring
applications. Plus, the company has
responded to the growing demand for
display graphics applications where vivid
colours, dense blacks and lightweight
materials are needed.
Whether you are interested in entering
an entirely new market in the textile
industry or you see new opportunities
in soft signage, EFI Reggiani offers the
technology and expertise you need to
become successful.
Soft Signage
The EFI Reggiani ONE 180 soft signage
printer is a 1.8m printer for direct-to-textile
or transfer paper printing. The versatile
printer offers high speeds up to 310 square
metres hour, dramatic four-colour printing
with a wide colour gamut, ultra-high
resolutions up to 2,400 dpi and four-level
greyscale imaging. The Reggiani ONE 180
is an ideal solution for businesses looking
to capture dynamic opportunities in
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the fast-growing digital textile soft
signage market.
A second model, the EFI Reggiani PRO 180
prints up to 600 square metres per hour,
providing superior quality and high productivity in soft signage applications.
Springboard to textiles
The new ReNOIR NEXT printer is a highly
versatile product that prints onto fabrics
and papers using the same ink set with a
1.8m beltless digital printing system. It joins
the highly successful Reggiani line-up of
textile printing solutions and offers simplified material handling, a compact footprint
and lower acquisition cost, making it an
ideal entry-level production device. Like
other EFI Reggiani printers, its high-quality
sublimation inks are complemented by its
ability for high-speed throughput with the
lowest total running costs.
Artistri® PK2600 inks developed by
DuPont™ for cotton textile roll-to-roll print
flawlessly on EFI Reggiani printers. The
new inks offer colour and hand comparable
to reactive printing, excellent fastness
performance and best-in-class digital
printing performance, without steaming
or washing production steps that hinder
turnaround times.
Fiery powers ReNOIR
At the ITMA show in November 2015 EFI
Reggiani demonstrated the capabilities of
EFI Fiery® production workflow and colour
management for the first time with EFI Reggiani products. These valuable components
of the EFI Ecosystem enhance and increase
customer productivity and efficiency.
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HELPING YOU PRINT
WITH FLYING COLOURS
Genuine EFI Inks achieve GREENGUARD and
GREENGUARD Gold Certifications.
As part of our ongoing efforts to provide
environmentally friendly products to the
marketplace, EFI is pleased to announce
GREENGUARD Certification on several
Genuine EFI Inks.
GREENGUARD Certification helps
identify healthier products by ensuring
that a product has met some of the
worlds most rigorous and comprehensive
standards for low emissions of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) into indoor
air. The GREENGUARD Gold standard
includes health-based criteria for additional chemicals and also requires lower
total VOC emissions levels to ensure that
products are acceptable for use in school
and healthcare facility environments,
for example.
Based on representative testing performed by UL Environment, a business
unit of UL (Underwriters Laboratories),
the following Genuine EFI Inks are
GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD
Gold certified:
EFI™ VUTEk® HS Pro Series Ultra Ink
EFI™ VUTEk® HSr Pro Series Ink
EFI™ VUTEk® GS3250lx Series UD XP Ink
EFI™ VUTEk® H2000 Pro Series UD Ink
EFI™ 3M™ - SuperFlex Ink
EFI™ 3M™ - SuperRange Ink
Over the coming months, our EFI ink
packaging and labels will be updated to
include the GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certification marks. EFI is
committed to producing and supplying
the world’s best digital UV inks, and
will continue to submit other Genuine
EFI Inks to UL Environment for GREENGUARD Certification.
Visit GREENGUARD Certification online
for more information.
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MIS for University In-Plant
Cal State Fullerton uses advanced workflow to increase business
California State University, Fullerton,
(CSUF) is a major regional university about
25 miles from downtown Los Angeles. The
university’s Digital Print Services Department serves the campus with specialised
printing and binding services, producing
a wide range of products including books
and manuals, business cards, flyers,
posters and other documents.
Terry Jarmon, IT director had a successful and high-performing in-plant print
operation, but did not have the type of data
that would allow him to show senior college
administrators that the department was indeed a better production option compared
to outsourcing work to local commercial
print shops.
Growth Potential
Jarmon also wanted to show how the
department had growth potential using
newer workflow and print management
technologies. The campus already had
faculty members who would print more
course packs for their classes if the
in-plant had a faster workflow.
In addition, students represented an
untapped market: Whenever they needed
to print flyers, posters, booklets or anything that went beyond the capabilities
of a personal or computer lab printer,
they went to off-campus copy shops.

web-to-print software. Now it upgraded its
internal management capabilities as well
as its external service offerings by adding
EFI PrintSmith™ Vision MIS software.
The MIS installation provided immediate
benefits in planning, scheduling and
especially in estimating. “Writing out
job instructions by hand consumed a
huge amount of time,” says Jarmon.
“Estimating with PrintSmith Vision was
a blessing for us.”
The combination of PrintSmith Vision and
DSF also streamlines processes. Instead of
staff having to create hard-copy job tickets,
work comes in through DSF and is loaded
into PrintSmith Vision.
Reaping the benefits
“Faculty and staff can use purchase orders
or enter accounts to pay for their work, and
it is all captured in Digital StoreFront very
nicely,” says Jarmon.
Repeat jobs are also a breeze. “Our student
union produces 1,000 postcards with the
same image a few times per week,” Jarmon
says. “The job flows right into our system
as an eight-up job on 12x18 stock.”
As a result of the DSF installation and
opening Portal access to students, the
amount of student work printed went
from <1% to 20% of the total number of

Advancing the workflow
The in-plant already had an EFI Fiery®
digital front end for colour printing,
along with EFI Digital StoreFront (DSF)

“With PrintSmith Vision, we can track which
jobs are proﬁtable and which ones are not,
and having access to that information saves
us a lot of time and money.”
Terry Jarmon, IT Director
Cal State Fullerton Digital Print Services
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jobs the in-plant produces on an annual
basis. And the department’s monthly page
volumes are up 10% overall.
The in-plant also gained another key
technology to help students: walk-up MFPs
installed in the library and connected to EFI
M500 Self-Serve Copy and Print Stations.
“Before the M500, we had a system for
card swipes on walk-up copiers, but it
was very painful to use. Half the time it
logged students in, and half of the time
it wouldn’t,” says Jarmon. “The M500
system, on the other hand, works great!”
Overall, the self-serve systems have
been a big plus in ensuring that students
can produce copies and print from thumb
drives, mobile devices or online cloud
accounts whenever they want, with
few complications.
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NEW UK HYBRID PRINT
BUSINESS CHOOSES EFI
GAMSYS MIS SOFTWARE

EVENTS

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Streamlines administrative
and management processes
SGI DUBAI
10th – 12th January
Dubai, U.A.E.
www.signmiddleeast.com

HEIMTEXTIL
12th – 15th January
Frankfurt, Germany
http://heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com/
With growth in both analogue and digital print services assured, White Star
Printing recognised at the outset that efficient order processing, CRM and
production management were all key elements to streamlined operation
and efficiency. As a result, White Star Printing chose EFI GamSys for its
modularity and ability to expand in-line with predicted business expansion.
Chandler’s Ford, UK-based White Star Printing was founded in a bid to
introduce the latest Komori print technology to the south coast and
is augmenting its high-quality analogue services with a digital print
offering powered by two Konica Minolta® digital engines. Work includes
promotional brochures, catalogues, folders and other standard print
items, plus short-runs that include variable data and versioning.
“The investment in EFI GamSys was a logical decision for the company during
its first few months, and enables the business to adopt the right levels of MIS,
ERP and process management as soon as possible,” stated Max Middleton,
managing director of White Star Printing. “Although we have long-term
experience of working with management software, we fully appreciate the
benefits of working with a modular solution designed for a hybrid workflow
that can grow with our company and be augmented at any time.”
The system will handle job data generated for the company’s Komori B2
offset press. Plus, EFI GamSys integrates seamlessly with the EFI Fiery®
digital front ends used to drive White Star Printing’s new Konica Minolta
SRA3 digital devices. This results in a
streamlined production environment
in a market that relies increasingly
in online ordering. With GamSys
software, White Star’s printing team
will gain full visibility to the production
floor with advanced order and
production management. This enables
full accountability, better cost control
and overall business efficiency.

EFI CONNECT
19th – 23rd January
The Wynn, Las Vegas (NV), USA
www.efi.com/connect

C!PRINT LYON
26th – 28th January
Lyon, France
http://salon-cprint.com

WETEC
4th – 6th February
Stuttgart, Germany
http://www.wetec-messe.de

FESPA DIGITAL
8th – 11th March
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
http://digital.fespa.com/

DRUPA
31st May – 10th June
Düsseldorf, Germany
http://www.drupa.com
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DREAM BIGGER

EFI™ H1625 LED

Bigger profits await in EFI’s world of wide format LED. The new EFI H1625 LED printer
dramatically reduces ink costs to deliver the lowest TCO in its class, and it prints on the greatest
range of flexible and rigid substrates. Plus, it prints in 8 levels of greyscale and standard white
ink for near photographic quality. Let us be the fuel for your success. Call 0808 101 3484 or
+44 (0)1246 298000 or visit wideformat.efi.com/H1625LED for more information.
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